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Identifying Analysis Needs

■ Ad hoc research and analysis projects continue to increase in 

regularity and complexity

■ Growing use of predictive analytics to forecast student enrollment 

trends and success outcomes in higher education

■ Important to have access to robust, reliable analysis software



Identifying Analysis Needs

■ How do you identify and choose the software needed for statistical 

analyses and modeling at your institution?

– We use whatever the institution provides!

– We use an outside vendor to conduct analyses.

– Our decision is based on extensive product testing and a 

complex cost-benefit analysis.

– Throw darts at pictures of software manufacturers.

– With our unlimited budget in IR, we purchase all possible 

software packages and use the one that fits our needs.

– Wait, we get to choose??!!



Identifying Analysis Needs

■ At Mott, we’ve used various tools to address research and analysis 

needs:

– IBM SPSS

– Microsoft Office

■ MS Access

■ Excel

– REMARK



Shifting Needs and Resources

■ Trend in higher education of institutions adopting open-source 

software packages

■ Often sighted as a strategy for reducing spending/saving money

■ Many factors at work:

– Software licensing costs on the rise

– Increased migration to cloud-based services and support have 

pushed these costs higher

– Software piracy has impacted core package sales for software 

developers and vendors

■ Open-source software address many of these issues for end users



What is Open-Source?

■ Software developed and maintained by a community of users

■ Freely available and openly distributed

■ Source code is open for editing - anyone can modify and change the 

program

– Allows for continual improvement

– Troubleshooting

– User forums

■ Downside

– Inactive or smaller communities of users can hinder regular 

updating and troubleshooting

– May not have all of the features and support that proprietary 

(paid) software packages offer



Open-Source Statistical Analysis Software

■ Mott Community College IR analysts evaluated different open-source 

and proprietary options

■ In the end, two analysis packages were chosen

■ PSPP

– Chosen as an open-source replacement for the IBM owned 

Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS)

– Statistical analysis software with a look similar to SPSS’ 

Graphical User Interface (GUI)

■ KNIME (pronounced “nime”)

– Analytics platform that allows users to conduct simple to 

complex analyses

– Lends itself to predictive modeling

– Reads data from multiple sources (e.g. Excel, XML, CSV)

– Data mining



PSPP vs. SPSS

■ Used a recent analysis of Accuplacer® Math placement cut scores to 

highlight the differences and similarities of SPSS and PSPP

■ The same analyses were conducted using both platforms

– Frequencies and descriptive statistics

– Crosstabs and Chi-squares

– Logistic Regression



PSPP vs. SPSS

■ Both platforms allow users to set up analyses through a Graphical 

User Interface (GUI shown below) or syntax entry

SPSS PSPP



PSPP vs. SPSS

■ Both platforms allow users to set up analyses through a Graphical 

User Interface (GUI) or syntax entry (Syntax shown below)

SPSS PSPP



PSPP vs. SPSS

■ In both platforms, users can toggle between data and variable views

SPSS

PSPP



PSPP vs. SPSS

■ In both platforms, Chi-square output is similar

– Difference in number of decimal places values reported to

SPSS PSPP



PSPP vs. SPSS

■ The set-up for conducting a Binary Logistic Regression appears to be 

similar for both platforms

SPSS PSPP



PSPP vs. SPSS

■ However, PSPP is limited in the options a user can choose to run 

along side the logistic regression

SPSS PSPP



PSPP vs. SPSS

■ PSPP does not have, for example, the option of running the Hosmer-

Lemeshow goodness-of-fit test for assessing your model

SPSS



PSPP vs. SPSS

■ Both platforms provide the basic output associated with running a 

logistic regression

SPSS PSPP



PSPP vs. SPSS

SPSS

PSPP



PSPP vs. SPSS

■ To address the issue of rounding, PSPP users can use syntax 

commands to format their output

– Similar to how SPSS users can run analyses using syntax 

commands

– May increase the learning curve for some users not familiar 

with syntax (i.e. the point-and-clickers)

– PSPP manual (in searchable PDF format) helps

– PSPP website and user forums offer A LOT of help, tips, and 

tricks such as full syntax commands (see below)

PSPP

https://www.gnu.org/software/pspp/faq.html#Precision

https://www.gnu.org/software/pspp/faq.html#Precision


PSPP vs. SPSS

■ Finally, applying conditions to a set of data differs between SPSS 

& PSPP

– “Select if…”

– SPSS allows a more complex level of manipulation here

SPSS



PSPP vs. SPSS

■ PSPP allows for random or case-range selection only

– Must use dummy coded filter variables to perform more 
complex case selections

– It has been brought to the attention of the PSPP user 
community

– BUT, it requires time and effort on SOMEONE’s part

PSPP



PSPP vs. SPSS

■ Summing it up…

– Both platforms offer users powerful tools for data manipulation and 

analysis

– The SPSS GUI provides a wider array of options and tools at the 

“point-and-click” level

– PSPP requires users to be more deliberate in their set-up of data 

and may require a working knowledge of syntax for executing some 

types of data analysis

■ But, the PSPP manual and user community can ameliorate some of the 

stress that accompanies this shift

– SPSS is more “elegant”, but FAR more expensive

– PSPP can be clunky at times, but is free

– Accuracy of output is comparable



KNIME

■ KNIME was released in 2006 by a team of developers at the 

University of Konstanz, Germany

■ “Node”-based interface 

■ Can read data from a variety of different sources

– XLS, XML, images, documents, etc

■ Many different options for manipulation and analysis



KNIME
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KNIME

■ KNIME allows users to generate much of the same output that one 
could get through programs such as SPSS or PSPP

– Intuitive graphic interface

– Powerful data mining abilities

– Users can manipulate the format and look of output more 
easily



KNIME

■ KNIME, used in conjunction with an institution’s other data analyses 

tools, can be a powerful platform for:

– Mining institutional data

– Identifying trends and potential opportunities to address issues 

that might impact recruitment, enrollment, completion, etc.

■ Depending on staff experience and knowledge, the learning curve for 

KNIME could be steep

– However, the user community and support for KNIME is 

substantial

– Many existing and newly emerging resources for KIME users

■ Comparable proprietary and open source platforms include:

– SPSS Modeler

– Rapid Insight

– Rapid Miner

– R



Wrapping it up…

■ Perform your due diligence when considering a switch to open 

source statistical analysis software

■ Institutions should ask themselves the following:

– How often do we use our current statistical analysis software?

– What is our staffs’ current level of understanding of potential 

software replacements?

– What is our institution’s policy for adopting and/or replacing 

software?

– How would this change affect our IT department?

– Is the cost savings worth the impact on staff?

– How will this affect our work down the road?



Thank you!

Questions?

michael.bray@mcc.edu

MCC IR Factbook:

www.mcc.edu/mccfact/

PSPP website:

https://www.gnu.org/software/pspp/

KNIME website:

https://www.knime.org/

mailto:michael.bray@mcc.edu
http://www.mcc.edu/mccfact/
https://www.gnu.org/software/pspp/
https://www.knime.org/

